When a spin-polarized current flows through a ferromagnetic (FM) metal, angular momentum is transferred to the background magnetization via spin-transfer torques. In antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials, however, the corresponding problem is unsolved. We derive microscopically the dynamics of an AFM system driven by spin current generated by an attached FM polarizer, and find that the spin current exerts a driving force on the local staggered order parameter. The mechanism does not rely on the conservation of spin angular momentum, nor does it depend on the induced FM moments on top the AFM background. Two examples are studied: (i) A domain wall is accelerated to a terminal velocity by purely adiabatic effect where the Walker's break-down is avoided; and (ii) Spin injection modifies the AFM resonance frequency, and spin current injection triggers spin wave instability of local moments above a threshold.
When a spin-polarized current flows through a ferromagnetic (FM) metal, angular momentum is transferred to the background magnetization via spin-transfer torques. In antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials, however, the corresponding problem is unsolved. We derive microscopically the dynamics of an AFM system driven by spin current generated by an attached FM polarizer, and find that the spin current exerts a driving force on the local staggered order parameter. The mechanism does not rely on the conservation of spin angular momentum, nor does it depend on the induced FM moments on top the AFM background. Two examples are studied: (i) A domain wall is accelerated to a terminal velocity by purely adiabatic effect where the Walker's break-down is avoided; and (ii) Spin injection modifies the AFM resonance frequency, and spin current injection triggers spin wave instability of local moments above a threshold. Introduction.-Mutual dependence of current and magnetization is the central problem of spintronics [1] , which can be described in a complementary way. In a ferromagnetic (FM) material where local magnetization varies slowly over space and time, conduction electron spins will follow the orientation of the background magnetization, known as the adiabatic limit [2] . In turn, spin angular momentum is transferred to the background magnetization via spin transfer torques [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] as a result of the conservation of spin angular momentum. Spin transfer torques provide key mechanisms to many intriguing phenomena in FM materials such as current-driven domain wall dynamics [9, 10] , spin wave excitations [11] [12] [13] , etc.. However, in antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials, corresponding issues are unsolved puzzles hindered by two fundamental difficulties: (i) staggered AFM order does not respect spin conservation with conduction electrons; (ii) neighboring magnetic moments are antiparallel so that the adiabatic electron dynamics derived in FM materials no longer applies.
On the other hand, many recent experiments [14] [15] [16] and numerical simulations [17] [18] [19] indicate that AFM materials exhibit current-induced effects with similar orders of magnitude, if not stronger than, as those in ferromagnets. Those pioneering investigations ushered the field of AFM spintronics [20] and propelled AFM materials as promising candidates for real applications. From a theoretical point of view, AFM dynamics driven by charge current has been studied both phenomenologically [21, 22] and microscopically [23, 24] . In the former, both adiabatic torque by ac current and non-adiabatic torque by dc current are predicted, but an adiabatic effect in the dc limit is absent; in the latter, adiabatic torque is generated by dc current, but the result includes only second-order derivatives in space and time. Case becomes rather unclear when turning to spin current, which can be realized by attaching a FM polarizer to the system. This problem has only been explored phenomenologically [25] and no microscopic study is yet available. Even in the phenomenological model, it is the induced FM moments on top of the AFM background that respond to the spin current, which is a higher order effect that drives the AFM staggered order indirectly. Will a spin current respond to and drive the staggered order directly without the help of induced FM moments?
We have answered part of this question in a previous publication [26] , where the adiabatic dynamics of conduction electrons is developed in an AFM material with given background profile. In this Letter, we solve the converse -how a spin current exerts back-action on the AFM background. In analogy to ferromagnets, electron dynamics becomes adiabatic when the AFM staggered order parameter n = (m A − m B )/2 (m A and m B are neighboring magnetic moments) is slowly varying [26] . However, instead of following the background strictly, electrons are subject to internal dynamics between degenerate bands, which results in mistracking with the background even in the adiabatic limit. The underlying physics is that the anti-parallel moments introduce an internal degree of freedom on conduction electrons which absorbs dynamics within a unit cell, while dynamics among unit cells is governed by the slowly-varying n(r, t) [27] . We will follow the same idea but our target here is the equation of motion for n(r, t).
Formalism.-We adopt the Lagrangian approach where the system Lagrangian L is
with d being the dimensionality. L n and L int represent Lagrangian densities of the AFM background and its interaction with conduction electrons, respectively. When n(r, t) is slowly varying, the AFM background is effectively described by the non-linear σ model [28] 
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where c = 2aSJ/ denotes the spin wave velocity, g = 2 √ da d−1 / S is the coupling coefficient with a being the lattice constant and S being the spin of core magnetic moments. The last term in Eq. (2) describes uniaxial anisotropy, where n ⊥ includes components of n perpendicular to the easy axis.
The interaction term L int is constructed by summing over contributions from individual electrons:
is the Lagrangian of an electron with momentum k in band λ, and f λ (k) is the distribution function. As was shown in Ref. [26] , a slowly-varying n(r, t) in space-time yields an effective description of electron dynamics in terms of the Berry phase theory [29] , where the influence of AFM background on a single electron is recast into the coupling of a Berry gauge field. This gauge field has an important counterpart in FM materials, which is responsible for the spin-motive force [30, 31] and the topological Hall effect [32] . Using the same gauge field in FM textures, the adiabatic spintransfer torque (or reactive torque) can be derived as a complementary effect [2, 4] . What we shall do here is a parallel job in AFM textures: seeking the complementary effect of Ref. [26] using the Berry gauge field derived there. The variational derivative of the Berry phase term of L λ (k) with respect to n(r, t) gives [33] 
where ± distinguishes two sub-bands that are degenerate in energy, and v e (k) = 1 ∂ε ∂k is the band velocity of the electron. The parameter ξ is a constant of motion derived before [26] but its specific form is not important here. From Eq. (3), we know
where ξ F is the value of ξ at Fermi energy; ρ s and j s are the spin density and the spin current density with respect to the local order parameter n(r, t) [33] . There are many possible ways to inject spin current into antiferromagnets: for example, attaching a FM polarizer, spin pumping [34] , and spin photovoltaic effect [35] . But in the following, we will focus on the first case; the FM polarizer is assumed to be a half metal for estimations, but we will comment on the case of an imperfect polarizer. In this case, ρ s and j s are both proportional to the current density j c , thus the ratio v s ≡ j s /ρ s is independent of j c . In typical collinear AFM metals [36, 37] , v s is estimated to be 10 5 cm/s at room temperature [33] . As will be explained in a separate publication, spin-flip processes are highly suppressed by the smallness of ξ F , for which AFM metals are better spin-preservers compared to normal metals. Thus we will approximate ρ s and the magnitude of j s as spatially uniform. To 
where
F ) denotes the coupling strength, andα = 2αc √ da d−1 / S is the effective damping coefficient. Two special features of Eq. (5) deserve emphasis: (i) Under time reversal operation, n flips, but the polarizer is also reversed, thus ρ s is kept the same while j s changes sign (illustrated by Fig. 1 of Ref. [33] ). Therefore, all terms in Eq. (5) respect the same time reversal symmetry except the damping term. This is consistent with our adiabatic assumption, since adiabatic terms are usually non-dissipative. (ii) Though similar to the adiabatic torque in ferromagnets, the term j s · ∇n does not behave as a torque, it is a driving force since the AFM dynamics is second order in time derivative.
Comparisons.-We compare Eq. (5) with results from existing literature. Ref. [21, 22] studied charge current effects, but within the adiabatic limit and linear order in ∇n, only ac current has non-trivial consequence, whereas dc current produces null result. In contrast, ρ s ∂ t n and j s · ∇n are linear order adiabatic terms in the dc limit. Ref. [23] studied dc charge current, but the result contains only second order terms ∂ 2 t n, ∇ 2 n, and ∂ t ∇n. Ref. [25] considered spin current, but it only couples to the induced FM moments on top of the AFM background, which drives the staggered order indirectly, and the result is again second order.
Domain Wall Dynamics.-Due to the absence of dipolar interaction, formation of an AFM domain wall (DW) requires two pinning ferromagnets (along the easy axis) at the ends. The pinning originates from exchange bias effect on the interface between FM and AFM materials [38] . Consider the DW of 180 degree depicted in Fig. 1 ; such a texture can be achieved by first growing two pinning FM layers on a homogeneous AFM metal, then rotating one of them to the opposite direction. Though not in exact agreement with theoretical prediction [39] , it has been realized experimentally in many different contexts [40, 41] . As a compromise between exchange interaction and anisotropy, the DW assumes a soliton profile [39] . When the DW is moving, we describe it by the Walker's ansatz [42] :
where ϕ and θ are spherical angles specifying the local orientation of n(r, t). The first equation states that nvectors at different positions are kept coplanar and have a common canting angle. The second equation implies that the DW remains a soliton shape except that its width W (t) varies with time and that the DW moves as a whole with an instantaneous center position z c (t). Eq. (6) enables us to compute the total Lagrangian as a function of three parameters z c , ϕ, and W , known as the collective coordinates. When DW velocity is much smaller than c and its rotation rate is much lower than ω 0 , it can be shown that W (t) is essentially a constant of motion. Hence we are left with only two dynamical variables z c and ϕ. Not bothering with an overall factor, the system Lagrangian is effectively written as
The Rayleigh's dissipation function can be calculated in a similar way, R =α(ż 2 c /W +Wφ 2 ). After some straightforward algebra, we obtain the equations of motion
which can be solved analytically. To measure time byα
and the DW center velocity by v s , we define V DW ≡ż c /v s andt ≡αt. By eliminating ϕ in Eq. (8), we obtain
where G = ρ s G/α. Eq. (9) describes an underdamped harmonic oscillator driven by a constant force. For the initial condition V DW (0) = 0, the solution is
which is plotted in Fig. 2 for two different G's. Ast → ∞,
. As mentioned before, ρ s is proportional to the current density j c , and so is G. Therefore, V DW (∞) is quadratic in j c for small current and approaches v s as a limit at extremely 
large current. However, the DW velocity may not saturate at v s when effects due to pure charge current are considered [21, 22] . Regarding pure spin current effect alone, we estimate for typical collinear AFM metals, such as IrMn and PdMn [36, 37] . The core spin is 2 ∼ 4 µ B ; c is of order 10 5 cm/s; a is 3.6 ∼ 3.8Å; the damping rate is similar to FM metals thusα ∼ 10 9 s −1 . For a current density of 10 5 A/cm 2 , G is somewhere between 0.1 and 1, thus the DW is driven up to 10 4 cm/s. As a comparison, the same DW velocity in ferromagnets requires 10 8 A/cm 2 , which means that an AFM DW is easier to drive. However, if the polarizer is not half metallic, for example, with a polarization of 0.7, the required current density will be raised up to roughly 10 7 A/cm 2 . To close the argument, three remarks are in order. (i) Eliminating z c in Eq. (8) gives an equation ofφ (not ϕ itself) very similar to Eq. (9), which indicates that no matter how slow the DW center moves, it is always accompanied by the precession of ϕ. This is in sharp contrast to the DW dynamics in ferromagnets, where precession only occurs after the Walker's break-down [9, 10] . What removes the Walker's break-down here is the absence of demagnetization due to vanishing net magnetization. (ii) Our theory is based on adiabatic electron dynamics, thus G(ρ s ∂ t +j s ·∇)n only includes the adiabatic effect of spin current. While only non-adiabatic torque determines the terminal velocity of a FM DW [5] , the AFM DW here is driven to a steady motion by purely adiabatic forcing, the transfer efficiency of which is usually much higher than that of non-adiabatic effects. This is responsible for why an AFM DW is more movable. (iii) When a DW is passing by, local moments will be dragged away from the easy axis, which result in a change of anisotropic magnetoresistance along the transverse direction. This provides a possible way to monitor the DW motion.
Spin Wave Excitations.-Injection of spin current significantly modifies spin wave excitations in antiferromagnets. We take the Ansatz n =ê+n ⊥ e i(k·r−ωt) , where n ⊥ is a small deviation (|n ⊥ | 1) perpendicular to the easy axisê. It is worth mentioning that the relative motion between m A and m B within a unit cell [the dynamics of m = (m A + m B )/2 with the constraint m · n = 0] seems to have been ignored, but in fact it has been resolved into the dynamics of n described by Eq. (2) [28] . By substituting the above ansatz into Eq. (5), we obtain
where + (−) refers to the case where the direction of the A (B) sublattice is pinned along the FM polarizer. First consider the macrospin model that the system precesses as a whole (k = 0); hence Eq. (11) is solved as
where the two ± are independent. The first +(−) sign represents that the polarizer pins the A (B) sublattice. Eq. (12) is plotted in Fig. 3 ; we see that the frequency difference ∆ω for opposite polarizer orientations is proportional to the spin density ρ s . An estimation for IrMn and PdMn [36, 37] is as follows: with j c ∼ 10 7 A/cm 2 , ∆ω = ρ s G reaches 100 GHz, which is comparable to the anisotropy gap ω 0 . Such an appreciable difference can be easily measured by AFM resonance [43] .
We also study the general case with finite k, and solve for ω(k) in the longitudinal direction. As current density is increased, the imaginary part of ω(k) changes sign at a threshold, beyond which damping turns into amplifying. As a result, spin waves at certain frequencies become unstable, i.e., magnons are emitted by fast moving electrons. The threshold spin current density is obtained by setting Im[ω(k)] = 0 for a given k,
where k 0 = ω 0 /c. Eq. (13) reaches a minimum at k = k 0 , which marks the most unstable mode. For this particular mode, the wave length is estimated to be λ 0 ∼ 10 2 nm for IrMn and PdMn [36, 37] . Since λ 0 is much larger than 
Spin wave spectrum (at zero k) as a function of spin injection. As to whether the A or B sublattice is pinned along the FM polarizer, there is a sizable difference in the AFM resonance frequency represented by ∆ω. the lattice spacing of the two materials, our assumption at the beginning is guaranteed.
For IrMn and PdMn, we also estimate that the threshold current density is of order 10 7 A/cm 2 . Again, this value will be much higher if the FM polarizer is not half metallic. But we stress that the instability solved above is a phenomenon peculiar to spin current injection. If the polarizer is completely removed, G will vanish and j crit. s will go to infinity, by which the instability will disappear. In fact, pure charge current leads to a Doppler shift of the spin wave velocity [23, 24] ; it is not able to trigger an instability of the same sense. Furthermore, it is remarkable thatα does not appear in Eq. (13) , though the instability is physically due to the overcoming of damping by the spin current.
We find that Re[ω(k)] is also zero at the threshold point, which means the spin wave instability is not associated with propagating modes, but is in fact an instability towards the formation of stationary a spatial pattern with period 2π/k 0 . When an inhomogeneous spatial configuration is developed, exchange energy of the AFM background is increased. Therefore, to sustain such a texture, energy of conduction electrons must be transferred continuously to the background moments. This may cause a sudden rise of the differential resistance
